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1 INTRODUCTION 
The BLINK API enables you to receive up-to-date information straight from the BLINK Network 
– including BLINK EV charger locations, hours of operation, rates, network status, and more – in 
a developer-friendly format. By integrating with the BLINK Network through the API program, 
you can also receive access to technical documentation and email support. 
The BlinkMap API is perfect for integrating static and dynamic information on BLINK Electric 
Vehicle Service Equipment (EVSE) into your product offering. Whether you are an application 
developer, a vehicle manufacturer, or involved in telematics or navigation systems, the 
BlinkMap API is a tool that enables you to provide BLINK compatible EVSE installation data to 
your customers.  

1.1 About this Document 
This specification defines the JSON REST-stylewebservices which provide real-time access to 
information about the BLINK compatible EVSE installations, including locations and EVSE 
current status. 
All API consumers will be issued an API key: a required parameter for all services. This API key 
identifies the consumer, and all requests issued using the same key will be attributed to the 
same consumer. For this reason, it is advisable to protect the key from outside observers. All 
service requests should be made over SSL using standard port 443. 
The API key will be provided by your BLINK contact. If you have any reason to need to change 
your API key – for example, if you suspect it has been compromised and used by another entity 
– you may accomplish that through the same BLINK contact. In extreme circumstances, BLINK 
reserves the right to change your API key for you with little or no warning. 

1.2 Terms of Use 

Consumers of the BlinkMap services will adhere to the usage terms as defined in this section.  
Noncompliance will result in temporary service lockout or indefinite service lockout for repeat 
offenses. 

Terms of Use: 

Rate Limits: 240 requests per hour; 2,400 requests per calendar day 

All requests to any of the BlinkMap API services using the same API key are counted towards 
the stated rate limits. The effective hourly request count is reset at the start of every hour, and 
the effective daily request count is reset at the start of every day: midnight UTC. 
For example, if a consumer were to begin making service requests at 4:00 pm and reached 240 
requests by 4:38 pm, access to the Blink Map web services may be denied until 5:00 pm when 
the hourly count resets. Similarly, if a consumer reached 2,400 requests by 8:39 pm UTC, 
access may be denied until 12:00 am UTC the following day.  
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1.3 Services 

There are three main service methods for accessing EVSE information. 

 Locations: retrieve all EVSE information in a geographical area 

 Search: retrieve EVSE information in a geographical area matching search terms 

 EVSE Status: retrieve detailed information about a single location 

All service URIs described in following sections is available at the BLINK Network web services. 
Production API Host:api.blinknetwork.com 
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2 LOCATIONS SERVICE 
This is the primary function to retrieve BLINK compatible EVSE locations. Results are returned 
within the rectangular approximate window specified by its center point and its width and height 
in latitude and longitude. It's important to note that new locations are added to the map not less 
than every 12 hours. Status information is refreshed not less than every 5 minutes. Repeating 
queries more frequently than the refresh period, is unnecessary. 

Note: All latitudes and longitudes used as parameters or return values by the services are in 
degrees and use a standard such that South and West are negative values. For example a 
coordinate near Phoenix, Arizona, USA is (33.448523, -112.073784). 

 

2.1 Request 
URI: /map/v1.5/locations 
Methods: GET 
Encrypted: Optional 

Parameter Type Required Description 
key text Yes API key 

lat decimal Yes The center point latitude of the rectangular 
inclusion window 

lng decimal Yes The center point longitude of the rectangular 
inclusion window 

latd decimal Yes The latitude span of the rectangular inclusion 
window; 
the resulting bounds will be ݈ܽݐ ± ଵ

ଶ
 ݀ݐ݈ܽ

lngd decimal Yes The longitude span of the rectangular inclusion 
window; 
the resulting bounds will be ݈݊݃ ± ଵ

ଶ
݈݊݃݀ 

n integer No A cap on the number of locations returned 

statuses text No Filter results by EVSE status; this is a comma-
separated list of statuses from the options: “avail”, 
“inuse”.  Locations with at least one charger in a 
requested status will be included in the result set.  
The default is to include all statuses. 

levels text No Filter results by EVSE level; this is a comma-
separated list of EVSE levels from the options: “2”, 
“DCFAST”.  The default is to include all charger 
levels. 
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2.1.1 Example Request 
1 GET /map/v1.5/locations?key=MY-API-KEY&lat=33.448333 
2   &lng=-112.074127&latd=0.05&lngd=0.05 

 
 

2.2 Response 
Member Type Description 

id integer The location’s system identifier 

latitude decimal The location’s approximate latitude 
longitude decimal The location’s approximate longitude 

encid String The encoded location identifier 
name text A name for this location. 

address1 text The location’s address components. 
address2 text 

city text 
state text 

country text 
zip text 

type text The location type; will always return "COMMERCIAL" 
levels Array The levels of charger available at this location. Contents 

are text: "DCFAST" or "2" (for Level 2). 
models Array The charger models available at this location. Contents 

are text (unspecified format). 
hours Object Describes the location's hours of service. Contents are a 

mapping of the day of week to an Array of in-service times 
in the local time zone. Day of week is represented as a 
text integer "1" being Monday and "7" being Sunday. Each 
mapped element is an Array of text in the format 
HHMMHHMM.  This describes a start and end time of the 
service hours for that day; there may be multiple, non-
overlapping brackets per day. For example: the string 
"00002359" describes 12:00 am (00:00 in 24-hour 
representation) through 11:59 pm (aka 23:59). "10301400" 
describes 10:30 am to 2:00 pm. 

units Object A tri-level nested map containing further information for 
the units at this location. The primary map contains the 
present EVSE levels (as in the levels Array described 
above). The secondary map contains the ID numbers of 
EVSEs that match the level. The tertiary map contains 
fields "model", "state", "isSuppressed", "restricted", 
"portStatus","blinkName","usageRate","memberRate", 
"usageRateUnit","parkingRate", 
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"parkingRateUnit","rateType", "parkingRateCap". Here  
"blinkName" is the name provided to EVSE by the 
application, 
"usageRate" is the base rate based on location and EVSE 
override level hierarchy, 
"memberRate" is the flat rate which is set from the EVSE 
override viewif that is set otherwise memberRate will be 
the rate after applying discount on baseRate., 
"usageRateUnit" is the value (in seconds) if the rateType 
value is 1, 
"rateType" is the unit type in numeric value which reflects 
as below: 

 1= time based 
 2= session based 
 3= Kwh, 

"parkingRate" is the base parking rate based on location 
and EVSE override level hierarchy, 
"parkingRateUnit" is the value (in seconds) since the 
parking rate type is only time based, 
"parkingRateCap" is the maximum monetary amount can 
be set for parking charge. 
See example. 

model text The model of this EVSE. 
state text The state of this EVSE. Value is one of: "AVAIL", "INUSE", 

"OFFLINE". 
isSuppressed text The BlinkMap API will always return “false.”  

portStatus Array[text] An array containing the state of this EVSE’s ports, ordered 
by port number. Entries are as "state" listed above. 

description Text A long-form description of this location. May contain 
directions on how to find the EVSEs. Will be null if no 
description is provided. 

chargers integer The number of chargers that are associated to this 
location. 

inuse integer The number of chargers that are currently in use at this 
location. (Deprecated, use port counts instead.) 

avail integer The number of chargers that are in an available state at 
this location. (Deprecated, use port counts instead.) 

offline integer The number of chargers that are marked as offline at this 
location. (Deprecated, use port counts instead.) 

portCount integer The total number of ports that are associated to this 
location. 

portsInUse integer The number of ports that are currently in use at this 
location. 

portsAvail integer The number of ports that are in an available state at this 
location. 

portsOffline integer The number of ports that are marked as offline at this 
location. 
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This following is an example response containing the information on a single location with one 
DC Fast Charger and 2 Level 2 EVSE.  

Note: The Root level is an array containing one JSON object.  

1 [{ 
2  "id" : 51811,  
3     "encid": "MTQ0Mjkx", 
4  "latitude" : 37.773906, 
5  "longitude" : -121.965078, 
6  "name" : "Sunset Development", 
7  "address1" : "2430 Camino Ramon", 
8  "address2" : "", 
9  "city" : "San Ramon", 
10  "state" : "CA", 
11  "zip" : "94583", 
12  "country" : "US", 
13  "type" : "COMMERCIAL", 
14  "levels" : [ "DCFAST", "2" ], 
15  "models" : [ "CD-091k1", "PE-30KICE60" ], 
16  "hours" : { 
17   "7" : [ "00002359" ], 
18   "6" : [ "00002359" ], 
19   "5" : [ "00002359" ], 
20   "4" : [ "00002359" ], 
21   "3" : [ "00002359" ], 
22   "2" : [ "00002359" ], 
23   "1" : [ "00002359" ] 
24  }, 
25  "units" : { 
26   "DCFAST" : { 
27    "36715" : { 
28          "model" : "CD-091k1", 
29          "state" : "AVAIL", 
30          "isSuppressed" : "false", 
31          "restricted" : "true", 
32          "portStatus" : ["AVAIL", "INUSE"] 
33                               "blinkName" : "Sunset Dev – DCFC#1", 
34          "usageRate" : 1.5, 
35               "memberRate": 1.50, 
36          "usageRateUnit" : 1, 
37          "parkingRate" : 1.0, 
38                             "parkingRateUnit" : 3600, 
39          "rateType" : 3, 
40          "parkingRateCap" : 10 
41            } 
42   }, 
43   "2" : { 
44    "13309" : { 
45     "model" : "PE-30KICE60", 
46     "state" : "AVAIL", 
47     "isSuppressed" : "false", 
48     "restricted" : "false", 
49     "portStatus" : ["AVAIL"], 
50     "blinkName" : "Sunset Dev – L2#1", 
51     "usageRate" : 1.0, 
52     "usageRateUnit" : 3600, 
53     "memberRate": 1.50, 
54     "parkingRate" : 1.0, 
55     "parkingRateUnit" : 3600, 
56     "rateType" : 1, 
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57     "parkingRateCap" : 10 
58    }, 
59    "13308" : { 
60     "model" : "PE-30KICE60", 
61     "state" : "AVAIL", 
62     "isSuppressed" : "false", 
63     "restricted" : "false", 
64     "portStatus" : ["AVAIL"], 
65     "blinkName" : "Sunset Dev – L2#2", 
66     "usageRate" : 1.0, 
67     "memberRate": 1.50, 
68     "usageRateUnit" : 1, 
69     "parkingRate" : 1.0, 
70     "parkingRateUnit" : 3600, 
71     "rateType" : 3, 
72     "parkingRateCap" : 10 
73    } 
74   } 
75  }, 
76  "descsription" : null, 
77  "chargers" : 3, 
78  "inuse" : 0, 
79  "avail" : 3, 
80  "offline" : 0, 
81  "portCount" : 4, 
82  "portsInUse" : 1, 
83  "portsAvail" : 3, 
84  "portsOffline" : 0 
85 }] 
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3 SEARCH SERVICE 
This function performs a keyword search to retrieve charger locations from the system. Search 
results can be limited to an optional rectangular approximate window as in the locations service. 
Otherwise, the search will radiate out from a specified center point until an acceptable number 
of results are found. This allows the search to be as narrow or broad as the client wishes. 
The search is performed on the names given to the locations in the system.  

3.1 Request 
URI: /map/v1.5/search 
Methods: GET 
Encrypted: Optional 

Parameter Type Required Description 
key text Yes API key 
q text Yes The search query: which filters based on location 

name 
lat decimal Yes The center point latitude of the rectangular inclusion 

window; search results will be centered on this 
coordinate 

lng decimal Yes The center point longitude of the rectangular 
inclusion window; search results will be centered on 
this coordinate 

latd decimal No The optional latitude span of the rectangular 
inclusion window; the resulting bounds will be 
ݐ݈ܽ ± ଵ

ଶ
 ݀ݐ݈ܽ

If omitted, a reasonable default is used 
lngd decimal No The optional longitude span of the rectangular 

inclusion window; the resulting bounds will be 
݈݊݃ ± ଵ

ଶ
݈݊݃݀ 

If omitted, a reasonable default is used 
n integer No A cap on the number of locations returned; default: 

100 
a integer No The minimum number of results to return when a 

window has not been specified. The search will 
continue outward from the center point until it has 
reached at least this number of results or a server-
defined maximal search window. 

statuses text No Filter results by EVSE status; this is a comma-
separated list of statuses from the options: “avail”, 
“inuse”.  Locations with at least one charger in a 
requested status will be included in the result set.  
The default is to include all statuses. 
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Example Request 
86 GET /map/v1.5/search?key=MY-API-KEY&q=Sunset%20Development 
87   &lat=33.448333&lng=-112.074127 

 

3.2 Response 
Locations are returned in the same format as the locations service: a JSON array with object 
members. 
Please note that this service needs to be called with version 1.5 to take advantage of kwh and 
parking rate changes. 

levels text No Filter results by EVSE level; this is a comma-
separated list of EVSE levels from the options: 
“2”, “DCFAST”.  The default is to include all 
charger levels. 
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4 EVSE STATUS SERVICE 
This service allows you to query for information on a single location with a known ID.  

4.1 Request 
URI: /map/v1.5/status 
Methods: GET 
Encrypted: Optional 

Parameter Type Required Description 

key text Yes API key 

id integer Yes The location ID to query, as returned by the other 
services 

 
 

4.1.1 Example Request 
88 GET /map/v1.5/status?key=MY-API-KEY&id=51811 

 

 

4.2 Response 
The matching location is returned in a similar format as the locations service including kwh and 
parking rate information as applicable.the only difference is that since only one result is 
expected, the JSON object describing the location is not contained within an Array. 
If there is no location with the given ID, "null" is returned. 
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5 SERVICE ERROR RESPONSES 
All services respond to error conditions with the same format: standard HTTP response codes 
are used where applicable and, when possible, with a JSON response body containing 
additional information. (Successful requests get a status code 200 response.) 

5.1 500: Internal Server Error 
A status code of 500 indicates a server error has occurred due to circumstances outside of the 
consumer’s control. No additional information will be provided in the response body. 

5.2 403: Forbidden 
If a missing, incorrect, unknown, or no longer valid API key is used, status code 403 is returned 
to indicate that access to the service is not authorized. The response body will contain 
additional error information as in: 

89 { 
90  “success”: false, 
91  “error”: 403, 
92  “message”: “Access not authorized.” 
93 } 

 
It is worth noting that rapid or repeated 403 responses may result in the blacklisting of the 
offending IP address to protect the integrity of the system's API keys. If you believe you have 
been incorrectly blacklisted, contact your ECOtality representative. 

5.3 400: Bad Request 
A status code of 400 indicates an invalid request, most likely due to missing or poorly formatted 
parameters. The response body will contain additional error information as in: 

94 { 
95  “success”: false, 
96  “error”: 400, 
97  “message”: “Missing required parameters.” 
98 } 

 

5.4 503: Service Unavailable 

If the service rate limit has been exceeded, status code 503 will be returned for all requests until 
the rate limit counter is reset. The response body will contain additional error information as in: 

1 { 
2  “success”: false, 
3  “error”: 503, 
4  “message”: “Service call limit exceeded.” 
5 } 
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6 SUPPORT 
If you require assistance, technical support is provided via email 8:00 AM to 5:00pm MST, 
Monday through Friday excluding public holidays. Responses will be provided within three (3) 
business days. 
Please email us at: developers@blinknetwork.com. 
 
 
 


